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weatronic – your ideas, your solution

The requirements of drone companies are quite different. Based on our experience we offer customized solu-
tions for a wide variety of applications.

Industrial inspections, Geo-mapping, aerial views up to commercials and the production of television and cin-
ema products - our experience, technical solutions and flexibility ensures its success and excellent reputation 
referring to the control and data exchange.

Let‘s figure out what exactly your needs are!
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Ease your project with weatronic ideas

It is noteworthy which points are making the decisions to buy a transmitter. Especially if you want to control a drone. The 
radio has to have specific functions: reliable data transfer to the model during the whole flight, telemetry data transfer 
and the possibility of other individual solutions. All the passion of every company is put even into the smallest parts and 
ideas. How many countless hours of passion, effort and craftsmanship are invested to realize a vision?

This is exactly what we are specialized in. We make the wireless data transfer, the hardware and the software as reliable 
as it is possible within the most sophisticated technical possibilities. Our aim is to provide the companies the best system 
available. That is exactly the idea of our founder, Axel Westphal ( † 2010), and our inner drive since 2004.

We want to be always one step ahead, that is the philosophy of our company. So it‘s good to know that almost exclusively 
all of our employees are familiar with the whole RC-world or full-size aviation. Once you have experienced the technical 
features and unique solutions of weatronic, you will realize the highly sophisticated skills of our digital signal processing 
and satellite communications engineers.

Therefore we see and treat our customers as our partners. We want 
to support you in your work and your vision as much as possible. If 
you experience the tremendous options and the flexibility of our re-
ceivers and our programming options, you will always want to use our 
system.

It’s good to know that a lot of satisfied users evaluate our system as 
far above the standard - this makes us proud, motivates us and con-
firms our research.

When do you think you’ll be ready to talk to us about your ideas?

Yours Ralf Hartmann
weatronic Team Germany
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Fundamentals for the extreme reliability

Using 80 channels

Your WEATRONIC® system makes maximum use of the 80 chan-
nels allocated in the 2.4 GHz band. The more hopping frequencies 
you have available the safer and more reliable the link with your 
model. WEATRONIC® systems scan the band at a rate of 100 
times per second. The system then automatically choos-
es open channels offering you an nonparallel solid 
RF link to your model. You will fly with confidence 
knowing that your WEATRONIC® radio is on the 
lookout scanning the band and keeping your 
model safe.

Unprecedented program-
ming flexibility

weatronic is the innovator when 
it comes to maximum flexibility in 
radio setup and programming. We 
pioneered our software for use on 
the radio and via WiFi with external 
systems. The software offers program-
ming flexibility that is both easy and log-
ical. You can literally program your model 
completely at home with the aid of your com-
puter and its large screen. You will be amazed 
at our unequaled program flexibility allowing you 
maximum possibilities and freedom in your models pro-
gram. Even with special solutions and requirements of your 
scope of application. Once you try our system you will see how 
easy it is to achieve the program you need.
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True redundant R.F. systems offer maximum reliability and performance

Our radios, transmitter modules and receivers* are operating with 2 independent transmitting and re-
ceiving systems that are constantly scanning the band and updating their data for maximum radio recep-
tion. Our superior R.F. system offers maximum reliability and maximum performance at the same time. 

You can rest assured, knowing that your weatronic radio offers proven reliability and performance to 
control your drone perfectly in every situation.

Automatic data recording more weatronic reliability

In the present period requirements and inspections of commercial drones are 
growing in importance. weatronic systems offer flight data recording at every 
moment of the flight. You can check the data and look for problems and elimi-
nate or correct them before they cause an incident. If you feel that something 
was not quite right on that last flight check it out, and then fly with confi-
dence. Automatic Data recording, one more reason you will be glad you fly 
weatronic.

Every weatronic receiver has full telemetry capabilities

Getting flight information from your flying model is useful and offers more reli-
ability. We offer a full range of optional in-flight data sensors that can be used with 

our systems. YOU determine which values, thresholds or other data you need in the 
cockpit. You can monitor your models’ airspeed, battery voltage, engine temperature, 
system signal strength, and also sensors and telemetry values from third parties.

(* except Clever 6 and Tiny 5)
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weatronic – THE expert for data transfer

Innovation and Engineering Excellence our absolute Passion.

weatronic is a high technology manufacturing company. We are located in the Aerospace Center in Wildau, Germany (just outside 
Berlin). Our hardware and software specialists for digital signal processing and satellite communications offer you a superior RF 
system making the best use of modern electronics technology providing you unsurpassed reliability and performance. Quality 
and reliability are the top priorities for our experienced hardware and software engineers. We want you to confidently fly your 
WEATRONIC® radio, knowing that you are flying the very best system available today. In addition we are modelers, we fly the 
same systems, we proudly build for you.

This circumstances give us the chance to guarantee full enjoyment and reliability since 2004.

Which of these remarkable attributes is your favorite?

 » True redundant transmission system*

 » Sophisticated battery management with built-in charger 
for all our radios.

 » The patch-antennas provide a stable connection and is 
improving the operating distance.

 » Connect up to 10 separately matched servos per function 
for the maximal flexibility and reliability.

 » Individually programmable mixers, servo curves, se-
quencer functions, and servo matching allows quick and 
easy model setup.

 » Flight data is stored for easy review on your PC in 3D – 
Each flight is automatically stored on your SD card for 
later viewing.

 » Configurate a pre-flight check list and startup-warnings 
to make the flights for the pilots as easy as possible.

 » All products are developed to the ETSI Standard EN 300 
328 V1.8.1 “Listen before Talk” (LBT).

 » Experience your flight retrospectively in Google Earth™.

 » Your investment is long lasting with our free software up-
dates. You will always have the latest software options. 
No more out of date equipment.

 » All our receivers are ready for telemetry. Even the small 
ones.

 » Connect sensors from other companies, like for example 
SM-Modellbau, Jet Cat or Kontronik.

 » Our Gizmo receivers are capable of an automatic servo 
synchronization option, which provides perfect align-
ment, maximum torque and minimum current for multiply 
servos attached to one moving surface.

 » Implement your customized telemetry screens the way 
you like it.

 » Set up your own thresholds for warnings and concentrate 
on your flight.

 » The servo-monitor gives you a neat overview.

 » Our built in Copilot offers voice output of important te-
lemetry data in real time. Never take your eyes off your 
model to view the down-linked data.

 » You will soon appreciate the reliability of our systems and 
the incredible range possible with our RF system. Qual-
ity, Flexibility, Reliability and Capability are weatronic`s 
pledge.

 » „Made in Germany“
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Handheld transmitter BAT 60

If you talk about innovation and the latest and greatest transmission technology, weatronic radios set the benchmark to the 
highest level. Not only significant safety features from general aviation but also the results and handy solutions discovered 
during airfield testing are taken into account. The appealing design, intuitive usability and not the least the technical highlights 
are merging and forming this next generation transmitter.

Made in Germany Designed in Turkey
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Solutions for professional modelers:

 » Bidirectional, redundant transmission with 2 integrated patch antennas provides huge operation distance of more than 3 
miles (unobstructed view).

 » The intelligent battery management - one more safety feature:

4 lithium-ion cells (3,000 mAh each) handled by the integrated charger with overload protection, also the tempera-
ture and current of each single cell is monitored.

on power up randomly 3 cells are switched parallel to maintain the main power source, the remaining one is used  
as reserve.

Charge your BAT even during operation, just apply between 10 and 19 Volts.

 » Separated flight-controller and Linux-computer  - this separation is just a safety must-have and provides additional trust for 
the user.

 » Built in Wifi capability is providing the possibility to mirror the interface on every external browser.

 » weatronic is proud to present this innovative stick design to you:

9 ball bearings in each stick, wear-free magnetic “Hall-Sen-
sors” with 12-Bit resolution (4096 steps) 

Customize each axis to your personal needs, the feedback 
parts are so easy to interchange and are providing 8 dif-
ferent stick characteristics. The Spring force is adjustable 
as well.

Innovative stick design - a revolutionary new “throttle/brake” concept.
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Main features of the handheld radio BAT 60:

Physical controls are monitoring up to 64 servos, which allows almost unlimited functions

Functions, which are the same like the former known “channels”

Extra large 5“ capacitive color touch screen ensures good visibility and usability

Recording of ALL relevant flight data allows to check the model setup or to concrete error analysis (see page 23)

Freely configurable voice output over three modes via built-in speakers or via headphones

Use of all available 80 hopping frequencies inside the 2.4GHz band

Very fast data transmission of 100 frames per second

Internal GPS provides precise registration of the world time and allows the exact positioning of the model (if equipped 
with GPS module) on the ground and during flight („Look and Find“ function)

External connectors on the front page are protected against mechanical stresses and environmental conditions (2 USB 
ports, stereo headphone jack, microSD card slot, connection for PPM signal and USB mini B port)

Elegant teacher-student operating wireless or via PPM signal

Various stick lengths - sticks with switches and encoders are available

High quality - for example, each RF module is individually tested before use (transmit and receive performance)

Neck strap attachment point centrally located providing perfect balance

Rubberized Hand Pads, textured back for a secure grip

Fully equipped with 2 three-stage toggle switches, 2 two-stage toggle switches, 4 three-stage rocker switches, 6 
digital endless rotary encoders with additional push button function and 4 proportional potentiometers

Fully approved by FCC and complying to the ETSI standard EN 300 328 V1.8.1, including „listen before talk“ (LBT)

96

Handheld transmitter BAT 60
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Technical data: 
• transmission: adaptive frequency hopping 
• operation with “listen before talk” function
• hopping-frequencies: 80
• hopping-speed: 100 Hz
• antennas: 2 x patch antennas (angle of radia-

tion > 180°)
• 4 Li-Ion batteries à 3000 mAh (standard)
• operating- and charging voltage: 10.0 – 19.0 

Volt
• temperature range: -10°C to 60°C / 14 °F to 

+140 °F  (non condensing)
• dimensions: 218 x 195 x 55mm / 8.7 x 7.9 x 

1.9”

Colors:

blue silver whiteblack

I have full confidence in this sys-
tem when I‘m using it at the week-
ends, in shows and competitions 
I‘m participating. The software is 
very friendly and easy to use and it 
helped me to reach accurate flight 
directions.”

Liad Barnes, Israel
3. Platz Pam extreme 2013 & 
Show-pilot
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BAT 60 / BAT 64 user interface

Innovation in every detail.  The weatronic transmitter family features a separate Flight Micro-Controller in addition to the built-in 
Linux PC.  All transmitter settings and the model are stored in parallel in this controller. Even if you remove the Linux PC during 
operation the model is fully controllable and all commands are transmitted just like normal - this is maximum reliability for max-
imum safety.

The Linux-PC provides the user interface which lets you configure your model. Beginners will appreciate the ease of use by 
predefined model functions and the intuitive user interface - professionals admire the individually adjustable curves, and mixer 
functions.
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Main features of the user interface:

 » Extra large 5“ capacitive color touch screen ensures good visibility

 » Intuitive, easy to use menu navigation

 » Exchangeable Linux-PC - updated any time

 » Simple and logical programming incl. configured models

 » 96 functions, 96 limiters and up to 32 virtual switches and adjustable alarm thresholds for increased safety

 » Voice output (audible / visual) of all telemetry data, alarm thresholds and limits in German or English via built-in speakers or 
headphones

 » 16 flightmodes are possible with an allocation of up to 10 flightmodes per model – the perfect setup for every situation and 
more than enough for every competition pilot

 » Flex Rate, Flex and Flex Expo differential are flightmode dependent and seamlessly adjustable “in-Flight” 

 » Helicopter pilots will enjoy flexible swash plate mixer for 3-4 servos, tandem configurations (2 swash plates) and Flybarless 
and mechanically mixed systems

 » Up to 96 function-mixers, and each one is flightmode dependent

 » Function curves for all functions for each flight phase (33 points)

 » Control of the last used model within just a few seconds after switching on the transmitter

 » Transfer of single or multiple windows on external WiFi-enabled devices (phone, laptop, tablet, PC, etc.) offers maximum 
input comfort

 » Recording of all relevant flight data guarantees post flight analysis of each flight for optimization or analysis of errors
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The innovation continues with the tray-type transmitter BAT 64. The modeler gets all amenities and safety features just like 
the hand-held transmitter BAT 60 (page 10 to 13). True redundant data transmission, innovative stick design and the flight-data 
recording are examples of weatronic philosophy for quality and reliability and are implemented without any compromises. Also, 
the intuitive weatronic programming style makes model configuration and adjustment elementary.

Additional unique features of the tray-type transmitter BAT 64

programmable controls for up to 64 servos allow almost unlimited functionality

Slightly tilted display on top for perfect readability

Optimally designed wrist rest - no more need of an additional extension

Perfect holder with different attachment points, fits to each body 

External connections on the top are protected from mechanical stresses and environmental 
conditions  (2 USB ports, charging jack, stereo headphone jack, microSD card slot, connec-
tion for PPM-signal and USB mini B port)

Fully equipped with 11 two- or three-stage rocker switches, 8 digital endless rotary encod-
ers with additional key button function, 2 proportional potentiometers and 3 sliders

Approved and complying to the ETSI standard EN 300 328 V1.8.1, including “listen before 
talk” (LBT)

Colors:

Traytype transmitter BAT 64

28

blue black white
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Technical data:
• transmission: adaptive frequency hopping op-

eration with “listen before talk” function
• hopping-frequencies: 80
• hopping-speed: 100 Hz
• antennas: 2 x patch antennas (angle of radia-

tion > 180°)
• 4 Li-Ion batteries à 3000 mAh (standard)
• operating- and charging voltage: 10.0 – 19.0 

Volt
• temperature range: 10 °C to +60 °C / 14 °F to 

+140 °F (non condensing)
• dimensions: 278 x 350 x 72 mm / 10.9“ x 13.8” 

x 2.8” (L x W x H)

“weatronic is the safest sys-
tem you can possibly install 
on your aircraft.”

David Gladwin, England
35 years experience of flying 
military and civil jets
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Special solutions for drones

Offering drones in different applications require special demands upon them. In order to increase safety and to use it 
in the safest possible way you can set up individual “pre-flight check lists” and in addition to that “pre-flight warnings”. 
To be sure that every control is in the right starting position and all functions are checked before use.

In order to prevent incorrect operation, all settings can be protected against manipulation. All BAT transmitters have 
the possibility of a password protection.
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Sensors and telemetry values from weatronic products or third parties can be easily connected to our receivers. Dis-
play the information on up to 8 telemetry screens. There are 10 different layouts available. Especially for drone compa-
nies you will find a special marked layout which is a fully customizable HTML based telemetry screen. Each telemetry 
field is also storing the minimum and maximum values.

Customized HTML based te-
lemetry screens can be eas-
ily implemented in the we-
atronic system. Show your 
customers exactly the data 
you want to. 

To get an impression see 
the sample:
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Special solutions for drones

A so called teacher student mode is well known in the model scene. To extend the possibilities even more weatronic 
offers also a Pilot and Operator mode (digital protocol). In this case the operator has additional controls independent 
of the pilot  to control for example the gimbals. Perfectly suitable for most sophisticated applications in the upcoming 
commercial use of drones.

Just connect two weatronic transmitter via cable and you can enjoy all functions 
of the Pilot and Operator mode.

To make use of the Teacher Student mode you can use any other radio which 
gives a proper PPM signal as a student radio. If you want to use the BAT radio as 
a student it will turn off the 2.4Ghz and will give the common PPM signal at the 
3.5mm PPM jack.
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Up to 12 functions can be assigned for the operator using the 
Pilot and Operator mode. For safety reasons the pilot could 
also assign these functions to controls on the main transmit-
ter or by virtual switches.

 

In this way the pilot can take full con-
trol over flight related functions like 
landing gears in the case of an acci-
dent. Even if the  signal of the operator 
remote suddenly fails the model is un-
der perfect control.

Normally flight controller like they are used for 
many multi-copters are using the so called “Sum 
Channel” which provides the possibility to send 
more than one servo position (input) through one 
standard 3 wire cable. 

The Tiny, Clever and Smart Series offers the so 
called “Sum-Channel” feature with up to 16 stan-
dard PPM Signals. 

There is also the SXRL “Sum-Channel” standard 
adjustable, also with up to 16 signals. The remain-
ing physical servo plugs can still be normally used. 
Another words you could control up to 20 Servos 
with the 4.5gram Tiny5.
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„weatronic receivers make set up a breeze, and being 
able to know exactly how it‘s performing in the air is 
great peace of mind on complex aircraft.“

Lance Campbell, USA
Team Manager, Jet-Team USA
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weatronic receivers - high tech standards

Suitable receivers complete the range of today’s high tech standard. From very small receivers 
including telemetry and sum-signal up to special solutions. Our product range covers almost any 
requirement. Some general receiver facts:

 » Redundant receivers* for a maximum operating distance also in the case of big events

 » Variable lengths of the antennas up to 1 meter offers a high flexibility

 » By using the sum-signal only one servo plug is needed - all other servo plugs are still available 

 » Wireless connection of up to 3 receivers (Main-Sub-solution) to one model memory - ideal for tiny fuselages, weight issues 
or simply just more servo plugs

 » Full telemetry capability - you can display or announce the most important data, or use warning thresholds and value limits 
for safety reasons

 » Programmability of even very complex functions through intelligent receiver for example, 33 point servo curves, automatic 
servo synchronization and sequencer

 » Increase your range to the maximum possible 2.4GHz capabilities and gain up to 10 dB compared to stub antennas with our 
patch antennas 

For further information and details see the weatronic product information.

(* except Clever 6 and Tiny 5)
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weatronic GmbH
Schmiedestr. 2A
15745 Wildau, Germany

Telephone:  +49 / (0)3375 / 24 60 890
Fax:             +49 / (0)3375 / 24 60 891
Email:        info@weatronic.com
www.weatronic.com
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